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1. Introduction
As part of its mission to prepare the operation of ITER, JET 
has undertaken numerous improvement and upgrades such 
as the replacement, among others, of the plasma face comp­
onents (PFC) from Carbon wall by the iter like wall (ILW) 
with a mixture of Beryllium and Tungsten and the upgrade 
of the neutral beam injection (NBI) power. In order to fur­
ther minimize risks of the future ITER Deuterium–Tritium 
(DT) operation, a second DT campaign, DTE2, has been as 
well envisaged for JET [1]. With this campaign, specific DT 
burning plasmas physics, as the fusion born fast ion genera­
tion, its interaction with turbulence, MHD or heating systems 
as well as the turbulence and pedestal behavior in multi­ion 
species plasmas could be properly studied.
In this framework, the predictability of such plasmas is a 
key issue for preparing DT experiments and designing and 
building credible future fusion devices. The integration of sev­
eral physics aspects is mandatory for an accurate extrapola­
tion from present day plasmas, mainly obtained with D as the 
main ion species, to conditions in which the ion mixture will 
be dominated by DT. This is an important challenge due to the 
scarceness of experimental data in support of the extrapola­
tion efforts. In fact, some of the experimental data included 
in the present analysis belongs to the previous JET­DT cam­
paign, DTE1 [2]. Their analysis is challenging given the fact 
that the data quality is not comparable to present­day stand­
ards [3]. Therefore, in general a combination of integrated 
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modelling and first principle analyses is required to address 
the physics of burning plasmas. As an example, plasma tur­
bulence in presence of different hydrogen isotopes and very 
energetic ions requires dedicated gyrokinetic analyses as the 
reduced models available now have been mainly tested in D 
plasmas with a fast ion component mainly obtained from the 
NBI heating. Additionally, the interplay between fusion born 
alpha particles and sawteeth requires a specific study.
Following this general guidelines, an extensive exercise 
of physics analysis, benchmark and integrated modeling has 
been undertaken in the framework of the future JET­DT cam­
paign with the aim of investigating about the key physics of DT 
plasmas extrapolation, providing useful guidelines for estab­
lishing priorities in a potential DT campaign and establishing 
optimum operational regimes for maximizing the fusion power 
generation. Some of the essential physics analyses and inte­
grated modelling activity to be performed in D and predicted 
DT plasmas to ensure the correct extrapolation and quantifica­
tion of the expected key physics in DT [4] are the following:
 1. Validate modelling codes on existing data from recent D 
campaigns via integrated­scenario modelling.
 2. Identify and model ion resonant cyclotron heating (ICRH) 
schemes suited for maximizing fusion performance 
through core ion heating.
 3. Predict DT performance, ICRH heating and ion accelera­
tion efficiency, alpha particle effects, isotope effects and 
MHD stability in DT plasmas.
The modelling activity shown in this paper carefully fol­
lows the previous program and aims to provide input and 
guidance for scenario developers based on validated model­
ling. Additionally, it can provide a framework for establishing 
a general procedure for extrapolating JET plasmas to ITER 
DT regimes. We concentrate our effort on the validation with 
the most sophisticated models available of heat and particle 
transport, heat sources, pedestal pressure, optimum ICRH 
schemes, DT fusion power predictions and isotope effects. For 
that purpose, high beta plasmas at high power are considered 
due to their low power degradation [5]. The latter is beneficial 
for maximizing the fusion energy produced at high power, and 
thus, possibly allowing for a higher fusion gain power than 
expected from usual scaling laws. Nevertheless, high current 
plasmas with lower values of beta will be also investigated 
in the future to see if the favorable confinement scaling with 
plasma current can be exploited for high fusion performance.
A series of representative discharges from previous cam­
paigns has been chosen for testing models and predictive 
capabilities. This is particularly important for first­principle 
models, as they can provide guidance in the cases where 
experimental data is limited.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2 the general 
methodology applied for the extrapolation is shown and justi­
fied. In section 3, the codes and models applied are described. 
In section  4, integrated modelling is validated with DD 
plasmas. DT extrapolations are shown in section 5 whereas 
the impact of ICRH schemes, isotope effect and alpha heating 
and DT fueling is shown in section 6. Perspectives and con­
clusions will be addressed in section 7.
2. Extrapolation methodology
The extrapolation of present day plasmas to DT requires vali­
dation of different modelling at several complexity levels and 
the extrapolation to some operational regimes which have 
not been attained yet at JET. One example is the hybrid sce­
nario at high toroidal current (Ip), for which previous analyses 
have shown that high input power and large enough fast ion 
fraction are required in order to obtain the improved thermal 
energy confinement time usually obtained at low current [6]. 
Therefore, the verification of a suite of models in some par­
ticular (usually narrow) plasma condition is not enough for 
ensuring the correct prediction to DT, it is also needed to dem­
onstrate that that choice is able to properly scale the plasma 
to at least different input power, Ip and toroidal magnetic field 
(Bt). For that purpose, the following strategy has been adopted 
in this study:
 • Validation of models on existing D plasmas.
 • Verification of a minimum extrapolation capability with 
existing D plasmas when changing power, Ip and Bt.
 • Verification of the extrapolation strategy with future D 
plasmas.
 • Close the ‘gap’ with respect to DT physics: Validation of 
models with DTE1 and future isotope experiments.
 • First­principle modelling supporting the extrapolation 
strategy.
Additionally, the extrapolation strategy to DT must repro­
duce key physics recently found at JET in D, such as devia­
tion from the scaling IPB98(y,2) [7] obtained in dedicated 
power scans both at low and high triangularity in low gas 
regimes. Some of the key physics that explain such deviation 
are the increased impact with power of several core plasma 
turbulence stabilizing mechanisms, such as the stabilization 
by electromagnetic effects and fast ions pressure gradients or 
E  ×  B flow shear [8, 9]. Additionally, the increased beta tends 
to stabilize edge ballooning modes and expand the peeling­
ballooning stability boundary leading to an increase of the 
pedestal pressure and the onset of a core­edge feedback loop 
through plasma stiffness. This is because they do not drive 
any core turbulence when the pressure gradients increase 
with power as long as the plasma remains in the ITG regime 
[9]. Therefore, these contributions are essential for a correct 
extrapolation to DT plasmas, which will self­generate extra 
heating power and a very energetic fast ion content due to 
fusion­born alpha particles.
3. Codes and models applied
Several integrated modelling suites have been used in these 
studies. One of them is the CRONOS suite of codes [10] 
which can solve the transport equations  for various plasma 
fluid quantities (current, energy, particles, momentum). This 
is done in one dimension (the toroidal magnetic flux coordi­
nate), self­consistently with 2D magnetic equilibrium which is 
calculated by means of the HELENA code [11]. The sources 
are computed by external modules coupled with the main 
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transport equations. The neutral beam heating and current 
drive (NBH and NBCD) and the alpha power are computed 
by means of the NEMO/SPOT code [12]. The Ion Cyclotron 
Heating source is computed by the PION code [13], a time 
dependent 1D Fokker Planck code, including collisions and 
fast ion orbit losses. The transport model TGLF [14] is used 
for predicting core heat and particle fluxes whereas ion neo­
classical transport is assumed for particle transport in the ped­
estal region.
In order to calculate the pedestal temperature, the fol­
lowing scaling [15] is used
W I R P n B m F0.000643 a qped
1.58 1.08 0.42 0.08 0.06 1.81 2.13 0.2 2.09κ ε= − −
 (1)
where I is the current (MA), R major radius (m), P thermal 
loss power (MW), n density (10−19 m−3), B toroidal field (T), 
κa elongation, ε aspect ratio, m atomic mass and Fq (≡q95/qcyl 
with qcyl defined as 5κaa2B/RI with a minor radius). The posi­
tion of the top of pedestal is fixed to the experimental value. 
This scaling has been shown to reasonably reproduce low 
delta C­wall hybrid discharges [16]. Additionally, its power 
dependence for the pedestal energy closely follows the one 
obtained in the recent power scan.
4. Integrated modelling and extrapolation strategy 
validation
Three discharges are selected to validate the integrated model­
ling and the extrapolation methodology. As representative of 
the low power degradation obtained in low triangularity (δ) 
and low gas ILW plasmas, the discharges 84 792 and 84 798 at 
13 MW and 6 MW respectively are selected. Details of these 
discharges are shown in table 1. The stabilizing effects due to 
E  ×  B flow shear (the experimental toroidal rotation is used), 
electromagnetic fluctuations and the fast ion content as an 
extra species are considered. The characteristics of the fast ion 
content are taken from slowing­down distribution function. 
The gas level is adjusted in order to match the experimental 
density at the top of the pedestal when available.
The predictive simulation results are shown in figure 1 for 
discharge 84 792 and they are compared to averaged meas­
urements in the time window 5.2–5.5 s obtained by means of 
the high resolution thomson scattering (HRTS) and LIDAR 
for the electron and density temperature profiles and with 
charge exchange (CX) for the ion temperature profile. HRTS 
density was re­normalized to match the interferometer density 
during the high beta phase of each pulse. In general the agree­
ment between experimental data and simulation is acceptable 
in spite of the fact of a slightly under prediction of density 
peaking and temperatures at the top of the pedestal. In this 
context, one convenient parameter of merit used to evaluate the 
goodness of particular modelling is the measured DD neutron 
rate (RNT). For the simulation performed here, the neutron rate 
is calculated with the code JETFUSE which estimates beam­
target and thermal fusion reactions based on a simple model 
using cross­sections from [17] and which has been validated 
in specific cases with NUBEAM/TRANSP [18] leading to fair 
agreement. The value obtained for the simulation of 84 792, 
RNT  =  3.28  ×  1015 s−1 is 13% lower than the measured one.
As a part of the extrapolation strategy, a simulation has 
been performed by reducing the power to 6 MW and com­
paring the results to the discharge 84 798 from the power scan. 
The gas level is readjusted to match the pedestal density. The 
profiles obtained, shown in figure 1, although still showing a 
slight under prediction of density peaking and temperatures 
at the top of the pedestal are close to experimental data and 
RNT  =  9.29  ×  1014 s−1, 17% higher than the experimental 
measurement.
An additional step has been taken in order to consolidate 
the extrapolation strategy. The current is increased to 2.5 MA, 
Table 1. Main characteristics of the discharges analyzed in this paper.
Shot Ip (MA) Bt (T) q95 κ/δ βN/βN,th H98 (y,2) Ptot (MW) RNT (s−1)
84 792 1.4 1.7 4.4 1.63/0.27 2.85/2.45 1.20 13 3.79  ×  1015
84 798 1.4 1.7 3.9 1.63/0.25 1.43/1.30 0.93 6.0 7.87  ×  1014
86 614 2.5 2.9 4.3 1.80/0.40 2.30/2.00 1.10 27 2.19  ×  1016
Note: Ip is the total current, Bt the toroidal magnetic field, κ elongation, δ triangularity, βN  =  βaB/Ip normalized beta (with a the plasma minor radius), βN,th 
normalized thermal beta, H98(y,2) thermal confinement factor, Ptot injected power and RNT the measured neutron yield.
Figure 1. Comparison between the electron density and the electron and ion temperature profiles obtained with TGLF transport model 
and experimental data for the discharge 84 792 ((a) and (b)) and 84 798 ((c) and (d)). Horizontal error bars illustrate the uncertainty in the 
mapping from instrument line of sight to rho­toroidal.
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the magnetic field to 2.9 T and the NBI power to 22 MW. 
Moreover, 5 MW of ICRH power are added with hydrogen 
minority scheme at frequency f  =  42.5 MHz. The results are 
compared to the discharge 88 614, with the same configuration, 
in the time window 8.2–8.5 s. This discharge holds the neutron 
yield record in the recent JET­ILW campaigns. As shown in 
figure 2, the results are in reasonable agreement with exper­
imental data with, again, a slightly density peaking under­
estimation. The neutron rate calculation, RNT  =  1.76  ×  1016 
s−1, is 19% lower than the measured one. Here, it should be 
noted, however, that the JETFUSE calculation does not take 
into account the ICRH acceleration of the NBI fast ions beam 
which can lead to an increase of RNT of about 10% [19].
5. DT extrapolation at full JET-ILW power
The maximum fusion power that could be obtained at JET, 
following the operational domain previously described, is cal­
culated based on the previous simulation with PNBI  =  22 MW 
by increasing PNBI to the maximum power available, 34 MW. 
In these new simulations the gas levels and toroidal rota­
tion profile are not changed with the increasing power. The 
equivalent fusion power is calculated with the JETFUSE code 
assuming a DT mixture of 50%–50% and including both the 
thermal and beam­target reactions. The uncertainties on the 
density top pedestal are analyzed by performing a scan on this 
parameter. Here, no credit for isotope effects of self­consistent 
alpha power generation and heating is considered.
As shown in figure  3, the equivalent fusion power for 
PNBI  =  22 MW, Pfus  =  5.12 MW, is in fair agreement with the 
one obtained from interpretative simulations with TRANSP of 
the discharge 86 614, Pfus  =  5.07 MW. When increasing the total 
power to 40 MW, then Pfus ~ 11 MW, with Pfus,thermal  =  3.45 MW 
and Pfus,beam  =  7.51 MW. However, this power is highly 
dependent on the density. In particular, we find that Pfus 
decreases with increasing line average density, which means 
that in fact there is an optimum operational point in terms of 
density. The strong density dependence is confirmed by another 
scan at increased Ip  =  2.9 MA and Bt  =  3.45 T. At JET, the 
Ip increasing usually means a natural increasing of average 
density keeping the Greenwald fraction constant, something 
recovered in these simulations. At Ip  =  2.9MA, the possible 
improvement of higher current is highly counteracted by the 
increased density, showing that density control is essential to 
Figure 2. Comparison between the electron density (a) and the electron and ion temperature (b) profiles obtained with TGLF transport 
model and experimental data for the discharge 86 614. Horizontal error bars illustrate the uncertainty in the mapping from instrument line 
of sight to rho­toroidal.
Figure 3. Equivalent fusion power calculation assuming 50%D–50%T mixture at different input power (a) sensitivity analysis of the fusion 
power dependence on the density with total input power of 40 MW (b) NBI fuelling sensitivity to the average electron density (c).
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maximize fusion power in this operational domain. In order 
to analyze by which physical mechanism the density has such 
a strong impact on the performance, the NBI particle fueling 
is shown in figure 3 for the different simulations. Clearly, the 
increased density involves a poorer beam penetration and a lack 
of inner core heating and fueling, which leads to poorer condi­
tions for fusion power generation. Therefore central heating, in 
particular ion heating, becomes a necessity for avoiding loss of 
NBI heating when the density deviates from its optimum value. 
Several studies performed with the JETTO code and PION 
have shown that 3He ICRH schemes can effectively improve 
ion core heating with respect H schemes [20]. This possibility 
will indeed be envisaged for a future DT campaign.
6. Isotope and alpha heating effects
The impact on turbulence and, consequently, on fusion power 
of the isotope change from DD to DT has been explored by 
performing simulations at maximum power and including D 
and T species in TGLF by assuming a 50%D–50%T mixture. 
Both species are assumed to have the same characteristics 
except the mass. As a first step, and in order to have a clear 
comparison of the impact of just heat and particle transport 
effects, all the sources are preserved in DT from the extrapo­
lation performed with DD at Ip  =  2.9 MA and Bt  =  3.45 T 
leading to Pfus  =  10.94 MW. In figure 4, the resulting elec­
tron and ion temperatures as well as the electron density are 
shown. Both ion and electron temperatures show a significant 
increase from DD to DT, especially strong for the ion channel 
with an increasing of the ion temperature peaking in the inner 
core region. This is due to a stronger turbulence stabilization 
of core turbulence in DT than in DD, which also leads to an 
increase of density peaking for DT specially pronounced as 
well at rho  <  0.5. Therefore, the equivalent fusion power also 
significantly increases in DT, Pfus  =  16.34 MW due to the 
isotope effect. Interestingly, the improved confinement in DT 
starts right at the top of the pedestal, as shown in figure  4, 
where the ion thermal pressure is compared for DD and DT. 
This trend has been also found in experimental isotope scans 
with hydrogen and deuterium in JT­60U [21], indicating a 
possible common explanation for multi­ion and single ion 
isotope effects.
A simple explanation can be derived taking into account 
that turbulent eddies can be quenched by the background 
E  ×  B flow shear. This holds at least for microturbulence 
driven by ion temperature gradients (ITGS), referred to as the 
ITG mode [22], which is responsible for the heat transport in 
the vast majority of the present day tokamaks. The E  ×  B flow 
shear is expected to be independent of the mass, E L~E B r /γ ×  
with Er the radial electric field and L a suitable length, whereas 
the ITG growth rate scales as v L~ITG th,i/γ  with vth,i the ion 
thermal velocity. Therefore, the ratio E B ITG/γ γ× , a measure 
of the impact of the external E  ×  B flow shear on turbulence, 
scales as m~E B iITG
1 2/ /γ γ×  indicating that the effectiveness of 
the E  ×  B flow shear for quenching ITG transport increases 
with the mass at constant E Bγ × . This possibility is verified by 
performing two further simulations with DT and DD without 
the impact of E  ×  B flow shear. Unlike the case with E  ×  B, 
the plasma thermal energy content, shown in table 2, decreases 
with DT with respect to DD, showing the capital importance of 
E  ×  B stabilization for properly accounting the impact of mass 
exchange. However, in strong electromagnetic turbulence, i.e. 
at high electron beta, the effect of E  ×  B flow shear could be 
overestimated by quasi­linear models and actually the electro­
magnetic stabilization be responsible for most of the reduced 
turbulence [9]. Recent gyrokinetic simulations for the ITER 
hybrid scenario show that a strong DT isotope effect can be 
obtained by the concomitant impact of E  ×  B flow shear, 
electro magnetic effects and zonal flows [23] leading to oth­
erwise heat fluxes reductions similar to the one obtained with 
TGLF for which just the impact of E  ×  B flow shear is the 
main cause of a strong isotope effect. Therefore, detailed heat 
fluxes comparisons between TGLF and non­linear gyrokinetic 
simulations are required for properly address the isotope effect.
Figure 4. Comparison between the electron and ion temperatures and electron density profiles obtained with TGLF transport model for DD 
and DT mixtures ((a) and (b)) thermal ion pressure comparison for DD and DT (c).
Table 2. Comparison between the thermal energy content obtained 
in DD and DT for simulation with and without E  ×  B flow shear 
stabilization.
Case Wth (MJ)
DT with E  ×  B 8.8
DD with E  ×  B 6.9
DT without E  ×  B 5.4
DD without E  ×  B 5.6
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Finally, a self­consistent simulation including alpha 
heating effects (thermal) calculated with code SPOT and 
heating using T­NBI beams has been performed with the aim 
of verifying their impact on the final fusion energy perfor­
mance. Here, the fast ions generated by the fusion reactions 
have been also included in TGLF as extra specie. This extra 
comparison highlights some important differences between 
DD and DT as shown in figure 5. The T­Beam penetration 
becomes weaker for DT due to the higher mass of the T beams 
leading to a NBI core heating and fueling deficit, however 
additional effects can counteract it such as the contrib ution of 
the fast alphas to the fast ions pressure, which is not negligible 
and can have a significant impact on the ion heat transport 
suppression. The electron alpha heating power is  comparable 
to the NBI in the inner core and can at least partially over­
come the loss of central heating in DT. Therefore, the final 
fusion power including all the elements, Pfus  =  15.5 MW 
does not significantly change with respect the one previously 
obtained.
7. Conclusions
A modeling activity in support of the future JET­DT campaign 
has been started with the aim of highlighting the fundamental 
differences of plasmas composed by DT mixtures and also for 
guiding experimental campaigns towards maximizing fusion 
power. For that purpose, high beta domain has been chosen 
due to its low power degradation obtained in low gas condi­
tions, something beneficial for maximizing the fusion power 
at high input power.
An optimum plasma operational point, in terms of electron 
density, has been found due to the good penetration of the 
NBI power at lower average density. However, enough cen­
tral heating with ICRH should be guaranteed in order to over­
come possible deviations from the expected density leading to 
a sudden drop of the NBI heating efficiency.
The necessity of low density is also a consequence of the 
fact that a strong isotope effect is expected in plasmas where 
E  ×  B flow shear stabilization is important and therefore the 
plasma torque should be maximized. The impact of E  ×  B is 
double, in the core, where turbulence is almost suppressed 
in DT and next to the top pedestal where there is a clear 
improvement in confinement. On the other hand, the pedestal 
shoulder could be unaffected as already shown in single iso­
tope experiments from H to D in JT­60U.
Regarding alpha power effects, assuming that the whole 
JET heating power is available, the fusion power generated 
should have a noticeable impact on the fast ion fraction and 
pressure gradients. This will allow the analysis of toroidal 
Alfvén eigenmodes (TAE) stability and the impact on tur­
bulence reduction. An important contribution to the electron 
heating is also observed from the simulations. This opens up 
the possibility of analyzing some key physics expected in 
ITER, such as the impact of alphas fast ion pressure and elec­
tron heating on tungsten impurity transport, already at JET.
These results are the initial step in the challenging task of 
predicting DT plasmas. Additional analyses and simulations 
including both integrated and first­principle modelling are 
required to address different ion particle transport for D and 
T, impurity transport, fast ions interplay with MHD or power 
exhaust. All these physical ingredients are essential in order 
to properly extrapolate present­day plasmas to DT and future 
work and priorities will be established in this direction.
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